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Enhance your training 
experience. Add a GIAC 
Certification attempt 
and OnDemand Bundle 
to your course. 

Distinguish yourself as an information security leader and get certified with 
GIAC Certifications. giac.org  

Extend your training experience with an OnDemand Bundle. Receive four 
months of supplemental online review and 24/7 online access to your 
course lectures, materials, quizzes, and labs. sans.org/ondemand/bundles

Quickly Build In-Demand Cybersecurity Skills
SANS Stay Sharp Winter 2022 – Live Online (January 24–26, CST) offers 
short courses designed to equip you with cybersecurity training you can 
implement immediately. Whether you are new to the industry, looking for a 
place to start, or are a seasoned professional looking to sharpen particular 
skills, SANS Stay Sharp training can help you achieve your goal.

View the line-up of courses on the next page and register now to get 
targeted training designed to help you build specialized skills you can start 
using the same week you take the training.

SANS Stay Sharp Winter 2022 – Live Online Features

• Bite-sized Live Online SANS training: Build real-world,  
practical cybersecurity skills quickly

• Less time away from work and home responsibilities
• Apply new skills the same week you take training
• Courses taught by real-world practitioners with proven expertise in the field
• Real-time support from GIAC-certified TAs
• Archive of course lectures uploaded to your account daily during the event
• Four months of access to your course lectures so you can revisit the recordings

“ This training supercharges my 
skills that I need for my position. 
Rather than spending three 
months learning on the job, I can 
take a SANS course and be ready 
to jump into the work.”  
— Bryan Gold,  

Federal Reserve System

“ Excellent two-day course 
provided numerous examples 
of risk management theory and 
practice, and documents to give 
you as many opportunities as 
possible to grow your 
knowledge base.”  
—Jeff Imsdahl, Xcel Energy

#SANSStaySharp  @SANSInstitute

https://www.sans.org/cyber-security-training-events/sans-stay-sharp-winter-2022/
http://www.giac.org
https://www.sans.org/ondemand/bundles
https://twitter.com/SANSInstitute
https://twitter.com/hashtag/SANSStaySharp


Live Online Course List

For an up-to-date course list, please check the website at sans.org/sans-stay-sharp-winter-2022

SEC474  Building A Healthcare Security & Compliance Program  
Doc Blackburn

SEC537  Practical Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) Analysis and Automation  
David Mashburn

SEC554  Blockchain & Smart Contract Security  
Steven Walbroehl

SEC580  Metasploit Kung Fu for Enterprise Pen Testing 
Jeff McJunkin

MGT415  A Practical Introduction to Cyber Security Risk Management 
Russell Eubanks

MGT433  Managing Human Risk: Mature Security Awareness Programs 
John Scott  |  SSAP: SANS Security Awareness Professional

MGT520  Leading Cloud Security Design and Implementation  
Jason Lam

SEC440  CIS Critical Controls: A Practical Introduction  
Randy Marchany
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“ I found this class to be extremely useful. I have tried classes with other providers, 
but in this training, with its labs and knowledgeable instructor, I learned more in 
nine hours than in the last few months.”  
—Sid Palaparthi, Nokia
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